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Band: Bailey (GB) 

Genre: Hard Rock 

Label: Frontiers Music 

Albumtitle: Long Way Down 

Duration: 54:18 

Releasedate: 05.12.14 

 

Nigel Bailey, vocalist of the band "Three Lions", wants to show how modern AOR has to sound like, with his new solo 

project "Bailey". Alessandro Del Vecchio operated the mixer, just like he already did within "Three Lions". But to 

state something beforehand, the result really can be put in an appearance! 

 

One is surrounded immediately by familiar sounds on the first run-through. Everything seems known, just like it'd be 

heard already. Journey, Asia or Foreigner might have served as paragons for the songs. But these are no copies, 

instead they sound like a pleasant homages to the 80thies and the above mentioned bands. This is mainly due to the 

charismatic, clear voice of Nigel Bailey. 

 

The production is very straight and produced on point. There are no big riscs taken. In my opinion the songs could 

have done with a bit more pressure and amidsts. The bass is partly too weak and gets lost in the complete sound 

shuffle. A nice idea are the tooters, in contrary, ( probably recorded through the keyboards) within the song "Bad 

Reputation". Chalk up one for the work of the guitarists on this disc. Bad-ass riffs meet beautiful, catchy melodies. 

This combination works perfectly. Especially the slide guitar within "Dirty Angel" makes one sit up and it brings joy, 

just like the whole song, a live-stunner with warranted headbanging. 

 

Conclusion: 

Without doubt this is a really great album. Everything is recorded clearly, produced steadily and the voice is pleasant. 

Unfortunately most of the songs don't stay in mind with the result that they get worn out quickly. But fans of the 

music genre should try it out definitely, everyone else might risc an ear as well. 

 

Rating: 7/10 

 

Recommendations: Dirty Angel, Bad Reputation, In The Name Of The King 

 

Weblink: http://baileyrocks.com , https://www.facebook.com/baileyaor 

 

Lineup: 

 

Nigel Bailey - Lead and Backing Vocals, Bass, Guitar 

Mario Percudani - Electric, Acoustic and Slide Guitar 

Alessandro Mori - Drums 

Andy Bailey – Backing Vocals 

Alessandro Del Vecchio – Keyboards and Backing Vocals 
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Tracklist: 

 

01. Feed The Flames  

02. In The Name Of The King 

03. Dirty Little Secret 

04. Bad Reputation 

05. Stay 

06. Somewhere In Oslo 

07. Long Way Down 

08. Spend The Night 

09. Love Falls Down 

10. Ticket To Yesterday 

11. Dirty Angel 

 

Author: Rocky / Translator: Sereisa 


